Merry Christmas from the
Lake Berryessa News staff!
Although the news is scarce, there is a growing
excitement in the air now that the Request for
Proposal for the reivitalization of the Lake
Berryessa resorts has been issued and widely
distributed. Responses are coming in and the dates
for the formal Round 1 Questions and Answers
have been moved out a few days to allow for the
input from bidders. The formal County response on
December 18 to the first round of questions from
bidders will be an indication of how much interest
has been generated.

Napa County has released the Request
for Proposal for the renewal of the Lake
Berryessa recreation area resorts.
Download full RFP here...
Napa County Executive Office is issuing this
Request for Proposals (RFP) in order to
identify potential concessionaires for three
developable resort sites at Lake Berryessa
in Napa County, California. Lake Berryessa
is characterized by great natural beauty and
is a destination for numerous types of
outdoor recreational activities.
Emphasis in the past has been on boating
and camping, but a much wider variety of
activities seem appropriate for the future.
Successful
respondents
will
have
demonstrated the ability to design, finance,
construct, manage and operate recreational and/or hospitality projects of similar scale,
complexity and character to those proposed.
Schedule (Dates Modified on Dec. 3, 2020 - Round 1 Questions and Resonses)
November 24, 2020: RFP released for circulation
December 14, 2020: Round 1 Questions Due by 5:00 pm PST
December 18, 2020: Responses to Round 1 Questions will be posted
December 23, 2020: Deadline for Registration for Site Visit(s)
January 4-8, 2021: Site Visit(s) – to be Scheduled per COVID-19 Regulations
January 11, 2021: Round 2 Questions Due by 5:00 pm PST
January 19, 2021: Responses to Round 2 Questions will be published
January 29, 2021: RFP Submittals Due by 12:00 pm PST
February/March, 2021: Concessionaire Selection and Negotiations
April, 2021: County and USBR Approval of Concession Award(s)

Lake Berryessa Resort Management Services
A new resource is now available to potential bidders interested in creating innovative
recreational facilities at Lake Berryessa. Lake Berryessa Resort Management Services is
dedicated to assisting recreation companies and resort developers in creating practical,
profitable, environmentally-sustainable programs for their properties.

Services Offered:
Recreation Activities Development and Marketing
Recreation Facility Design and Construction
Environmental Management Programs
Event Management and Promotion
Landscape Design and Construction
Wildfire Safety Protection and Suppression Programs
Standard and Drone Video Production
Quality Assurance
Customer Service

Special 2020 Christmas Ornament

Lake Level as of 12/7/20
Lake level has dropped to 418 feet, 22 feet below Glory Hole. Lake level at this time last year
was 430.9 feet, 9.1 feet below Glory Hole. But remember that Glory Hole spilled last year and

we subsequently had the lowest rainfall season in more than 24 years - only 10.9 inches.
Rainfall has reached .75 inches at Monticello Dam and 1.09 inches in the Berryessa Highlands
so far this season (July 1 to June 30). Long range prediction are for a drier than normal winter
season for northern California.
www.capradio.org/articles/2020/11/30/is-california-heading-for-a-multi-year-drought-the-odds-arent-inour-favor-experts-say?fbclid=IwAR0URBp_cnzURw9jf7WnTrfKKr0hI-SAq0MptTjWYr9VJ_9-_mxc-f1dQrc

Water temperature measured at Monticello Dam has dropped to 58 degrees at the surface
down to 40 feet. It is 57 degrees from 5 feet to 70 feet. The lake "turned over” on November 26,
2020.
Below is a chart of Lake Berryessa temperatures in 2019 and 2020 after “turnover” occurred.
The lake has essentially totally mixed from the surface down to 70 feet and below.

Policy and Politics Betray the People
The Lake Berryessa Saga:
1958 - 2020

Kindle Countdown Deal at Amazon.com
from
Tuesday, December 8, 2020, 8:00 AM
to
Tuesday, December 15, 2020, 12:00 AM

Here's an interview I did in 2010,
three years after the interview
below with Pat Monaghan and just
after Pensus had been given the

The Kindle version of this book will be available at the
discounted price of $0.99 for one week. A great
Christmas gift for those interested in what happened at
Lake Berryessa or people concerned about how
government overreach could have caused the disaster
that destroyed this thriving recreational resource.
The book is available on Amazon as a Kindle version
and a paperback version.

contract for 5 resorts. As we all
know Pensus was subsequently
kicked out in 2012.

https://www.amazon.com/Policy-Politics-BetrayPeople-Berryessaebook/dp/B08MFSQDBR/ref=sr_1_1?
dchild=1&keywords=peter+kilkus&qid=1604774826
&sr=8-1
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Pat Monaghan:
The Brains Behind the
Operation!
I want to give special thanks and
recognition to Pat Monaghan who
organized the resistance to the
Bureau of Reclamation’s disastrous
Visitor Services Plan at Lake
Berryessa. She cofounded Task

Force 7 at Lake Berryessa (TF7)
in July, 2001 and spearheaded the
organization for many years.
Her spirit and energy kept me going
in the face of the concerted effort
by the Bureau of Reclamation and
their environmental exclusionist
fellow travellers to force through the
pre-determined outcome of their of
their disastrous Visitor Services
Plan (VSP).

Here's a 2007 TV interview with
Pat, to give you some historical
insight. Those of you who
remember Pete Lucero, the
government "hitman" imported
from Washington, D.C., will
recognize his description of what
we still call "The Big Lie”.

This book is a historical anthology, a raw, as-ithappened, unfiltered picture of what many of us lived
through. The goal is to provide the history and the
context within which such an incredibly destructive
course of action took place. It is dedicated to
documenting this tragedy, this final betrayal of Lake
Berryessa by the federal government - and, hopefully,
the promised revitalization by Napa County.
The Bureau of Reclamation and their supporters
destroyed family recreation at Lake Berryessa for a
generation of families, children, and friends. Many
people ask me about the history of the process that led
to the present situation at Lake Berryessa. When I
explain what happened most become incredulous and
can't believe the government could have done
something so stupid. "How could they have gotten away
with that?" they exclaim.
A good question! There were times when we felt we
were part of an oppressed minority - ignored, lied to,
and lied about by those with the power to do so.
Government fails because it pays no price for failure!

Historical Map of the "Good Ole Days"
I thought this map was a relevant and interestng look
back at Lake Berryesssa in the 1970s. It is an historical
map of Lake Berryessa during its heyday. Hopefully
we'll get strong recreation companies to bid on
revitalizing three recreation areas, Steele Canyon
(Steele Park), Spanish Flat, and Monticello Shores
(Rancho Monticello), as family-friendly, environmentallyresponsible resorts. Download it and expand it to
explore the detailed illustrations.

Basic Economics For
The Informed Reader
The last few months and
years
have
brought
economic issues to the
forefront of our lives.
They have also shown
us how little most
Americans understand
about basic economics.
One of the primary
myths that has been
debunked by the COVID 19 crisis is that the stock
market plays some part in the basic economy. Other
simple economic principles that most people don’t
understand are explained in my book.
The Stock Market Is Not The Economy, Stupid!
Where Does Money Really Come From?
What is Interest and Why Do We Deserve It?

Onion Headlines
December Horoscopes
Aquarius (1/20-2/18): The stars are
happy to announce that starting
next week you will pay your zodiac
bill on time, if you know what’s
good for you.
Pisces (2/19-3/20): You’re not
getting any younger, which means
that a certain so-called “wizard” has
a lot to explain concerning certain
“reverse-aging potions.”
Aries (3/21-4/19): You’ll continue to
inspire those closest to you to try
and move away as quickly and
quietly as possible.
Taurus (4/20 – 5/20: Your marriage
will soon erode to the point where
you’ll be sorely tempted to turn her
in for the reward money.
Gemini (5/21 – 6/21): If there is
more to life than fishing, you don’t
want to know what it is. This will
help explain your death from
malnutrition and dehydration next
week.
Cancer (6/22-7/22): You will be
shocked to learn that, due to a legal
fluke, your long-term houseguest is
now your common-law wife.
Leo (7/23-8/22): Try as you might,
you will not be able to improve your
mediocre putting game. Gee, some
big thought-provoking problems
you got, moron.
Virgo (8/23-9/22): After 10 long
years, you will be admitted to the
Baseball Hall Of Fame when you

Scientists Agree: Name “Proud Boys” is kinda gay
Nation Committee Of Non-Sequiturs Announce Record
Year; Kidnapped Child Returned Home Safely
Federal Agents Discover Large Orange Moronolith in
Oval Office While Counting Sheep in White House
Alternate Price Of Book In Canadian Dollars Gives Man
Little Window Into What Life Would Be Like If He Were
Canadian
Long-Time Veteran Idiot Concerned That Public
Schooling Won't Enable Future Idiots To Reach Full
Potential
Brief Viewing Of BET Ushers Caucasian Into Alternate
World Of African American Advertisements
‘Daddy, I’m Hungry!’ Says 27-Year-Old Bursting Into
Background Of Father's Video Conference
Crab Always Gets Little Thrill Crawling Over Bleached
Skeleton Of Pirate On Secluded Beach
Mental Health Day Spent Spiraling
Doctors Concerned As Hairline Fracture In Biden’s Foot
Spreads Through Entire Skeleton
Newly Uncovered DNA Evidence Frees Thousands Of
Damned Souls From Hell
Annoying Coworker Keeps Sending After-Hours Emails
That He's Trapped In Office Elevator
South Dakota Unveils Gov. Kristi Noem’s New ‘Come
Die Here’ Tourism Campaign
Supreme Court Strikes Down Obama’s Personal Health
Insurance Policy
Donald Trump Jr. Refuses To Step Down From Post As
President’s Oldest Son

finally come up with the $11.50
admission price.

Veterans Affairs Secretary Struggling To Profit Off Of
Underfunded Department as Other Trump Appointees

Libra (9/23-10/22): Start
childproofing your house now, as a
pack of bloodthirsty feral children is
headed your way.
Scorpio (10/23-11/21): You’ll finally
get into shape this week, though
which one exactly, isn’t clear yet.
Sagittarius (11/22-12/21): Try to
break your habit of turning to
anonymous sources for general
advice on your problems.

Have
N.Y. Jets Sued For Millions After Using Unlicensed
Cheering Sounds From Other Teams
Boomers Claim Millennials Are Lazy For Not Applying
For Jobs That Offer Below Minimum Wage

*****

What is Santa’s primary language? North Polish.
What goes "oh oh oh"? Santa walking backwards

Capricorn (12/22-1/19): At this very
moment, hundreds of miles from
where you are, some of the world’s

What do you call a reindeer that suddenly forgets how
to fly? The deerly departed!

greatest intellects are attempting to
change the way you think about

I asked my wife what she wanted for Christmas. She
told me "Nothing would make her happier than a
diamond necklace" So I bought her nothing.

sugar-free chewing gum.
*****
Most editions of
The Lake
Berryessa News since 2005

There's nothing like the joy on a kid's face when he first

are available as downloadable,
searchable PDF files at:

sees the PlayStation box containing the socks I got him
for Christmas.

www.lakeberryessanews.co
m/archives

STRESSED is just DESSERTS spelled backward.
What do you call a bunch of grandmasters of chess
bragging about their games in a hotel lobby? Chess
nuts boasting in an open foyer.
One night a Viking named Rudolph the Red was looking
out the window when he said, “It’s going to rain.” His
wife asked, “How do you know?” “Because Rudolph the
Red knows rain, dear.”

www.lakeberryessanews.com/
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Merry Christmas from the Lake Berryessa News staff!

These are a few of my
favorite books...
'Tis the season to be
jolly...but also to advertise
for the benefit of Lake
Berryessa News readers
who are looking for a
unique gift to give to loved
ones and friends. I would
be remiss if I didn't offfer
you a Christmas deal on
my just published Lake
Berryessa book.
The Kindle version is on sale for only $.99 until December 15. I've discounted
the paperback version to $6.99 from $9.99 from now until Christmas. I hope you'll
take advantage of this offer and spread the word about Lake Berryessa, its long
history of controversy, it amazing recreational potential, and it's upcoming
revitalization.

Policy and Politics Betray the People
The Lake Berryessa Saga:
1958 - 2020

Kindle Countdown Deal at
Amazon.com
from
Tuesday, December 8, 2020, 8:00
AM
to
Tuesday, December 15, 2020,
12:00 AM
The Kindle version of this book will be
available at the discounted price of $0.99
for one week until December 15. A great
Christmas gift for those interested in what
happened at Lake Berryessa or people
concerned about how government overreach
could have caused the disaster that
destroyed this thriving recreational resource.
The paperback version has been discounted to $6.99 from $9.99 through Christmas Day.

Either version would make a great Christmas gift for those interested in what happened at Lake
Berreyssa and how the lake may be revitalized starting in 2021.

Don't forget my book on basic economics for the informed
reader:
Conspiracy Theory or Automatic Pilot: The Economic
Roots of Environmental Destruction

Also Available on Amazon. Details below.

Special 2020 Christmas Ornament

Another Historical Map From the "First Days"
Below are two of the first commercial maps of Lake Berryessa produced in 1957 and 1963.
Although Monticello Dam was not completed until 1958, the lake began to fill up before that.
The reservoir took five years to fill after construction, reaching capacity for the first time on April
18, 1963.
In 1958 the Bureau of Reclamation entered into a long-term agreement with Napa County to
manage recreational development at Lake Berryessa. Napa County awarded seven long-term
(30 year) concession agreements to newly formed resorts to provide recreation services.
Leased mobile home sites provide revenue needed to support short-term uses such as
camping and launching.

In 1959 the “Arc of Enthusiasm” began. A Lake Berryessa Public Use Plan (PUP) was
prepared by the National Park Service (NPS) which stated that Lake Berryessa, “Should
accommodate 3,000 boats at 125 launch ramps; a minimum of 8,000 picnic sites and 800
camp sites.” By 1963, the lake was beginning to look much as it does today.
Download and expand this map to see the details... You can click the download arrow at the
bottom right corner of the map or perform a "Save as..." function to get it onto your own
computer.

Lake Berryessa Resort
Management Services

A new resource is now available to
potential bidders interested in creating
innovative recreational facilities at Lake
Berryessa. Lake Berryessa Resort
Management Services is dedicated to
assisting recreation companies and
resort developers in creating practical,
profitable, environmentally-sustainable
programs for their properties.

Services Offered:
Recreation Activities Development and Marketing
Recreation Facility Design and Construction
Environmental Management Programs
Event Management and Promotion
Landscape Design and Construction
Wildfire Safety Protection and Suppression Programs
Standard and Drone Video Production
Quality Assurance
Customer Service

Lake Level as of 12/10/20
Lake level has dropped to 418 feet, 22 feet below Glory Hole. Lake level at this time last year
was 430.9 feet, 9.1 feet below Glory Hole. But remember that Glory Hole spilled last year and
we subsequently had the lowest rainfall season in more than 24 years - only 10.9 inches.
Rainfall has reached .75 inches at Monticello Dam and 1.09 inches in the Berryessa Highlands
so far this season (July 1 to June 30). Long range prediction are for a drier than normal winter
season for northern California. Below is a chart of Lake Berryessa temperatures in 2019 and
2020 after “turnover” occurred. The lake has essentially totally mixed from the surface down to
70 feet and below.

Policy and Politics Betray the People
The Lake Berryessa Saga:
1958 - 2020

Kindle Countdown Deal at Amazon.com
from
Tuesday, December 8, 2020, 8:00 AM
to
Tuesday, December 15, 2020, 12:00 AM

Here's an interview I did in 2010,
three years after the interview
below with Pat Monaghan and just
after Pensus had been given the
contract for 5 resorts. As we all
know Pensus was subsequently
kicked out in 2012.

The Kindle version of this book will be available at the
discounted price of $0.99 for one week. A great
Christmas gift for those interested in what happened at
Lake Berryessa or people concerned about how
government overreach could have caused the disaster
that destroyed this thriving recreational resource.
The book is available on Amazon as a Kindle version
and a paperback version.
https://www.amazon.com/Policy-Politics-BetrayPeople-Berryessaebook/dp/B08MFSQDBR/ref=sr_1_1?
dchild=1&keywords=peter+kilkus&qid=1604774826
&sr=8-1
Table of Contents
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Pat Monaghan:
The Brains Behind the
Operation!
I want to give special thanks and
recognition to Pat Monaghan who
organized the resistance to the
Bureau of Reclamation’s disastrous
Visitor Services Plan at Lake
Berryessa. She cofounded Task

Force 7 at Lake Berryessa (TF7)
in July, 2001 and spearheaded the
organization for many years.
Her spirit and energy kept me going
in the face of the concerted effort
by the Bureau of Reclamation and
their environmental exclusionist
fellow travellers to force through the
pre-determined outcome of their of

This book is a historical anthology, a raw, as-ithappened, unfiltered picture of what many of us lived
through. The goal is to provide the history and the
context within which such an incredibly destructive
course of action took place. It is dedicated to
documenting this tragedy, this final betrayal of Lake
Berryessa by the federal government - and, hopefully,
the promised revitalization by Napa County.
The Bureau of Reclamation and their supporters
destroyed family recreation at Lake Berryessa for a
generation of families, children, and friends. Many
people ask me about the history of the process that led
to the present situation at Lake Berryessa. When I
explain what happened most become incredulous and
can't believe the government could have done
something so stupid. "How could they have gotten away
with that?" they exclaim.
A good question! There were times when we felt we
were part of an oppressed minority - ignored, lied to,

their disastrous Visitor Services
Plan (VSP).

and lied about by those with the power to do so.
Government fails because it pays no price for failure!

Here's a 2007 TV interview with
Pat, to give you some historical
insight. Those of you who
remember Pete Lucero, the
government "hitman" imported
from Washington, D.C., will
recognize his description of what
we still call "The Big Lie”.

Basic Economics For
The Informed Reader
The last few months and
years
have
brought
economic issues to the
forefront of our lives.
They have also shown
us

how

little

most

Americans understand
about basic economics.
One of the primary
myths that has been
debunked by the COVID 19 crisis is that the stock
market plays some part in the basic economy. Other
simple economic principles that most people don’t
understand are explained in my book.
The Stock Market Is Not The Economy, Stupid!
Where Does Money Really Come From?
What is Interest and Why Do We Deserve It?
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Merry Christmas from the Lake Berryessa News staff!

A Christmas Note: Past Memories and Hope for the Future
Dear Peter, Thank you for being a true advocate for Lake Berryessa. You’re relentless and I
admire you for that.
We came to Spanish Flat in 1958. My parents managed the highway store, and the lake resort
store. It was hopping! It was an incredible time for the resorts and all the families that benefited
from Lake Berryessa.
The resorts employed so many people. No one was getting rich, but everyone had a job. You
talk to anybody our age (Editor’s Note: Maybe we should keep this confidential!) and they will
have a story about Lake Berryessa, summer fun! (Editor's Note: See the Berryessa Bowl story
below.)
My parents had their house built in 1963 on Mulford Drive. We were the second house to go
up, dirt road, springwater. We were thrilled.
It still feels unreal that the house is gone now due to the fire. My granddaughter Casey, who is
15, is the fourth generation to live there. We are in the process of building back. Many of our
neighbors are also building back.
We love the lake, and the life style it provides for us. I pray this process of building back goes
smoothly for all of the fire victims. We are Lake Berryessa Strong!
Thank you for all you do. Merry Christmas to you and your staff. (Editor's Note: Only me and
sometimes Evan.)
Sincerely, Donna DelBondio

*****

Thanks, Donna, from the Lake Berryessa News!
We are glad so many people are rebuilding.

Lake Berryessa Revitalization Update
The Napa County RFP process is on schedule so far but may face some delays due to the
COVID restrictions. The County received 41 questions from interested parties and responded
to them on December 18, 2020. See the list of questions and answers at this link:
https://www.lakeberryessanews.com/lake-berryessa-2020-2021/addendum-no-2---lakeberrye.pdf
We learned from the answers (Answer #2) that: "A full-time Concession Development
Manager will join the County’s professional team on February 1, 2021."
We also learned that (Answer #5) the County is taking full responsibility for this process with
the Bureau of Reclamation acting only in an advisory role: "The Bureau of Reclamation will
only be consulted on proposed plans to ensure compliance with the Visitor Services
Plan and the Record of Decision and other items that require federal review. However,
their involvement will be indirect and facilitated only through Napa County staff."
The County referenced potential schedule delays due to Covid restrictions. Today, December
23, is the final day for interested parties to register for site visits
(Jeff.Brooner@countyofnapa.org), but the County (Answer #24) states that: "Given the recent
statewide Regional Stay Home Order, we are evaluating new dates for the site visit
which may impact the RFP response date. We will provide a further update by December
31, 2020."
The remaining schedule, as of today, is:
January 4-8, 2021: Site Visit(s) to be Scheduled per COVID 19 Regulations
January 11, 2021: Round 2 Questions Due by 5:00 pm PST
January 19, 2021: Responses to Round 2 Questions will be published
January 29, 2021: RFP Submittals Due by 12:00 pm PST
Download the full RFP at:
www.lakeberryessanews.com/lake-berryessa-2020-2021/0-lake-berryessa-rfp-112620.pdf
or
www.countyofnapa.org/DocumentCenter/View/19704?bidId=176

The Lake Berryessa Bowl
The Lake Berryessa Bowl was an outdoor
music venue just below Turtle Rock. During
the summer months in the second half of the
1960s many local and national groups
appeared at the venue. It was large enough
to host Alice Cooper and The Grateful Dead.
The Grand Opening was on May 30, 1968
and featured Loading Zone, Overbrook
Express,
H.P.
Lovecraft,
Transmatic
Experience, The Mojo, and the Spiders. First
50 girls got in free! Hit records given away!
Price $2.50. Hours 9 PM - 1 AM. The few
neighbors must have loved it. May have been
good for Turtle Rock too.
The poster shows other bands which were
coming: Sly and the Family Stone, Sons of
Champlin, Roger Collins, and Fever Tree.
Alice Cooper played on June 1, 1968.
Santana was there on July 20, 1968.
Special Historical Note (April, 2020):
Hello Peter,
I saw your webpage write-up about the
Berryessa Bowl. My band, The Overbrook
Express, shown on the opening weekend
poster on your page played there and I
wanted to add a comment.
You stated that Santana played there on May
20, 1968. Actually, they filled in on our second
night there, May 31, for whom I don’t know but someone cancelled that night and they
substituted. They were called the Santana
Blues Band then.

I remember them well because Carlos
Santana offered me 500 hits of acid if I would
trade my Gibson guitar to him...I passed on
the offer. Anyway, thought you might want to
know they played on our second night
there. Cheers, Rich Irwin
The "Summer of Love" - and Beyond

"Summer of Love," was the cultural
revolution that brought the hippie
experience to the American mainstream,
when throngs of American youth
descended on San Francisco to join a
cultural revolution.
Those of us who lived through it know how
wild it was. Although many thought the
time was a history changing event (and in
some ways it was), it really turned out to
be a long party. We were the generation
that took a vacation. And Lake Berryessa
combined both vacations in a special
package.

Another Historical Map From the "Olden Days"
Download and expand this map to see the details... You can click the download arrow at the
bottom right corner of the map or perform a "Save as..." function to get it onto your own
computer.

Lake Level as of 12/23/20
Lake level has remained at 418 feet, 22 feet below Glory Hole for the last week. Rainfall has
reached 1.61 inches at Monticello Dam and 2.05 inches in the Berryessa Highlands so far this
season (July 1 to June 30). Lake level chart is for May, 2019 to December' 2020.

Lake Berryessa Resort
Management Services

A new resource is now available to
potential bidders interested in creating
innovative recreational facilities at Lake
Berryessa. Lake Berryessa Resort
Management Services is dedicated to
assisting recreation companies and
resort developers in creating practical,
profitable, environmentally-sustainable
programs for their properties.

Services Offered:
Recreation Activities Development and Marketing
Recreation Facility Design and Construction
Environmental Management Programs
Event Management and Promotion
Landscape Design and Construction
Wildfire Safety Protection and Suppression Programs
Standard and Drone Video Production
Quality Assurance
Customer Service
Professional Qualifications
Peter Kilkus, President
Evan Ludwig-Kilkus, Vice-President

Policy and Politics Betray the People
The Lake Berryessa Saga:
1958 - 2020
The book is available on Amazon as a Kindle version
and a paperback version.
https://www.amazon.com/Policy-Politics-BetrayPeople-Berryessaebook/dp/B08MFSQDBR/ref=sr_1_1?
dchild=1&keywords=peter+kilkus&qid=1604774826
&sr=8-1
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Here's an interview I did in 2010,
three years after the interview
below with Pat Monaghan and just

This book is a historical anthology, a raw, as-it-

after Pensus had been given the

context within which such an incredibly destructive
course of action took place. It is dedicated to

contract for 5 resorts. As we all
know Pensus was subsequently
kicked out in 2012.

happened, unfiltered picture of what many of us lived
through. The goal is to provide the history and the

documenting this tragedy, this final betrayal of Lake
Berryessa by the federal government - and, hopefully,
the promised revitalization by Napa County.
The Bureau of Reclamation and their supporters
destroyed family recreation at Lake Berryessa for a
generation of families, children, and friends. Many
people ask me about the history of the process that led
to the present situation at Lake Berryessa. When I
explain what happened most become incredulous and
can't believe the government could have done
something so stupid. "How could they have gotten away

Pat Monaghan:
The Brains Behind the
Operation!

with that?" they exclaim.

I want to give special thanks and
recognition to Pat Monaghan who
organized the resistance to the
Bureau of Reclamation’s disastrous
Visitor Services Plan at Lake
Berryessa. She cofounded Task

A good question! There were times when we felt we
were part of an oppressed minority - ignored, lied to,
and lied about by those with the power to do so.
Government fails because it pays no price for failure!

Force 7 at Lake Berryessa (TF7)
in July, 2001 and spearheaded the

Basic Economics For
The Informed Reader

organization for many years.

The last few months and
years
have
brought

Her spirit and energy kept me going
in the face of the concerted effort

economic issues to the
forefront of our lives.

by the Bureau of Reclamation and
their environmental exclusionist
fellow travellers to force through the
pre-determined outcome of their of

They have also shown
us how little most
Americans understand

their disastrous Visitor Services

about basic economics.
One of the primary

Plan (VSP).

Here's a 2007 TV interview with
Pat, to give you some historical
insight. Those of you who
remember Pete Lucero, the
government "hitman" imported
from Washington, D.C., will
recognize his description of what
we still call "The Big Lie”.

myths that has
debunked by the COVID 19 crisis is that the
market plays some part in the basic economy.
simple economic principles that most people

been
stock
Other
don’t

understand are explained in my book.
The Stock Market Is Not The Economy, Stupid!
Where Does Money Really Come From?
What is Interest and Why Do We Deserve It?
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